Hello Writers!

At this station you will write a love note to your child.

You can add details in your letter, by looking around the classroom and writing about what you noticed or learned about first grade.

Leave your notes in the basket on this table.
It’s time for Reader’s Workshop!

At this station you will read the First Grade A-Z Parent Handbook. This handbook is full of new and exciting information!

Strong readers use post-its when they are reading new information to help them remember what they have learned.

Use the post-its to mark your questions, new learning and things you like!

Mark your post-its using these symbols:

★ learn something new

❓ have a question

😊 find something you like
CAUTION: Mathematicians at work!

At this station you will use the mirrors to create reflections of pattern blocks.

1. Make a “V” with your mirror.
2. Start by placing one pattern block in the point. Keeping adding pattern blocks until you really like the reflection. Remember to use less than 5 pattern blocks.
3. Create a replica of what you see in the mirror using the paper pattern block pieces. Glue your pieces to the provided paper.

You may take your work home with you tonight!
Math Game: Make 10!

You will need:
* a partner
* a baggie with Make 10 cards
* a record sheet
* a pencil

Goal of activity:
Be the first one to make 10 combinations that add up to ten.

How to Play:
1. Make one loose pile of cards
2. Take turns choosing cards
3. As soon as you can make 10 using the numbers you have chosen, write the combination on your paper
4. Return your used cards into your loose pile by mixing up the cards a bit
5. The first player to make ten 10s wins the game

Remember to clean up your space and return your cards to the baggie.
Classroom Scavenger Hunt

Grab a clipboard and a pencil. Follow the directions on the scavenger hunt paper.

Have fun!

Remember to move around the classroom safely and quietly.